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Dear ABC

Please find our analysis on your ‘Holistic Love Astrology’ Report.

We thank you for giving us this opportunity to analyze this specialized report based on your birth
charts. The objective of this report is not to make any predictions but to put forth the trends in a
given set of planetary configuration, which sets one apart from the pack. It is also our objective to
possibly stimulate awareness of one’s afflictions and recognize that one’s behavioural outputs are
provoked by the planets in certain ways and not by the people around us. This perhaps is the first
step towards any remedial measures one can adopt.
It would be necessary for us to point out that the accuracy of what has been written in our
analytical report depends on the accuracy of the time of births given to us by you.
We sincerely hope that through awareness of the traits within you, as provoked by the planets, you
would be in a position to make yourself happier.

With Warm Regards
Dr. J. N. Pandey
Chief Astrologer
Team Cyber Astro
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Male Birth Details
Name

XYZ

Date Of Birth

12/04/1993

Time Of Birth

12:00:00

Place of Birth

Kolkata, India

Male Vedic Birth Chart
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Female Birth Details
Name

ABC

Date Of Birth

07/01/1991

Time Of Birth

09:17:00

Place of Birth

Roorkee, India

Female Vedic Birth Chart
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Brief Description Of Male Vedic Birth Chart
Your Ascendant (Janma Lagna)

Aquarius

Your Vedic Sun Sign

Scorpio

Your Moon Sign (Janma Rashi)

Cancer

Your Birth Star (Janma Nakshatra)

Ashlesha 1st Phase

Retrograde Planet/s

None

Combust Planet/s

Mars

Exalted Planet/s

None

Debilitated Planet/s

Rahu & Ketu

Brief Description Of Female Vedic Birth Chart
Your Ascendant (Janma Lagna)

Leo

Your Vedic Sun Sign

Gemini

Your Moon Sign (Janma Rashi)

Capricon

Your Birth Star (Janma Nakshatra)

Dhanishta 2nd Phase

Retrograde Planet/s

Saturn

Combust Planet/s

None

Exalted Planet/s

Jupiter

Debilitated Planet/s

Mars
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Holistic Relationship
We shall analyze the birth charts of Mr. XYZ and Ms. ABC from holistic perspectives for the
purpose of assessing the relationship from the point of view of life partners.
Our horoscope shows all the aspects of life with their possibilities. The different houses show and
signify different aspects while their lords and their respective status and position in the horoscope
relates about the potential.
Our life revolves around 4 major aspects of life, which are Dharma, Artha, Kama and Moksha.
Whatever we do feel, want or enjoy invariably relates to one of these. Dharma is our vocation or
what we are here to do in this life. Artha relates to our wealth and material possessions, while
Kama is our desire in life, be it material or sensual. Finally it is Moksha, which connects us to our
ultimate goal, our seeking of transcendence.
The recipe for peace, contentment and happiness in a life shared with your partner is to understand
and accept each other’s score for individual goal and to lead the life in flow with the life script
score. When the goal is common as it normally is between two life partners, one can supplement
and thus complement each other by understanding the patters of the life scores.
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Ordained Life Script scores
The ordained Life Script scores as computed from your respective natal charts are as follows.
 XYZ
Pursuit of Vocation
Pursuit of Wealth
Pursuit of Desire
Pursuit of Salvation

-

69
82
94
92

-

83
90
77
87

 ABC
Pursuit of Vocation
Pursuit of Wealth
Pursuit of Desire
Pursuit of Salvation

Ordained Life Script scores
In the above Ashtakvarga analysis, the scores of pursuit of desire is very high in the birth chart of
XYZ, which signifies that he could give utmost importance to enjoyment of life. However; in the
birth chart of ABC, the score of pursuit of wealth is very high. So she could give utmost
importance to the accumulation of wealth in her life. On other hand, the score of pursuit of
vocation is very low in the birth chart of XYZ. So, he may not give much importance or could not
be able to do justice with his responsibilities in life. However, the pursuit of vocation is having a
good score in the birth chart of ABC. So, she could try to do justice with the responsibility related
to different areas of life. At the same time, the score of pursuit of desire in the birth chart of ABC is
very low. So enjoyment of life could have least priority in comparison to accumulation of wealth.
Therefore, contradictory indication in both the charts on the issue of desire indicates that both
might have different preferences as well as style with respect to enjoyment of life. In this way, the
ordained life script score indicates dissimilarity in both the charts with respect to preference and
fulfilling own desire. So, both should have to work in this regard to become a suitable romantic
partner for each other. Otherwise, considering the same it could be a temporary relationship where
both would have their own priorities in life.
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Kama Score (Pursuit of desire)
Each of three pursuits of life is further divided into three stages. These stages are ‘Beej’ (Seed),
“Prayas’ or ‘Udhyog’ (Trigger) and ‘Uplabhadhta’ or ‘Prapti’ (Fulfillment). From this viewpoint,
the scores of both of you are as follows.

XYZ’s Kama
3rd house (Seed)
7th house (Trigger)
11th house (Fulfillment)

- 30
- 33
- 31

ABC’s Kama
3rd house (Seed)
7th house (Trigger)
11th house (Fulfillment)

- 26
- 22
- 29
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Kama Score Analysis
The analysis of these scores is as following;
For XYZ
In the birth chart of XYZ, the score of 3rd house (seed) is 30, which shows that he could have a
strong sexual desire and he could make even better efforts in comparison to his desire to achieve
the same due to the score of 33 for trigger. More on this, the score of eleventh house 31 is close to
the score of 7th house i.e. effort and more than 3rd house i.e. desire so he could be able to enjoy
very good romantic and sexual pleasure in his life as per his desire and effort for the same.
FOR ABC
According to the birth chart of ABC, her score of seed is 26, which shows that she could also have
strong sexual desire but the score of 7th house 22 i.e. trigger is very low so, she may not be able to
make required efforts to achieve the same. However, there is good news for her that she could be
able to gain much higher enjoyment of romantic and sexual pleasures in her life in compare to her
effort due to the high score of eleventh house 29. Therefore, both the birth charts indicates
similarity between desire and fulfillment but the amount of effort could be much low form ABC.
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Mars and Venus Analysis in both charts
A major ingredient of a harmonious relationship is sexual compatibility. First there has to be a
strong mutual sexual attraction. Then it must translate itself into a physical act, which can satisfy
the sensual needs of the two individuals.
XYZ
In the birth chart of XYZ, planet Venus is the lord of 4th house and 9th house, which is placed in
the 10th house in the sign Scorpio. Therefore, it indicates that he might give more importance to
his professional success and social status. However, he would be a romantic person and would be
also able to get attraction of opposite sex along with enjoyment of romantic pleasure in life as
planet Venus is lord of 4th house. The position of Mars and Venus in the 10th house indicates that
he could be able to give his 100% dedication in work be it professional life or sexual encounter to
satisfy his partner with sexual action and performance.
ABC
In the natal chart of ABC, planet Mars is the lord of 4th house and 9th house and it is positioned in
the 12th house in its debilitated sign Cancer. Therefore, it indicates that she could also perform
better in sexual relationship. However, due to the placement of planet Mars in 12th house, she
might take a dual role in sexual behavior where some time she may act as ignorant person whereas
some time could be over demanding. She may also have a tendency to play a dominating role in
sexual relationship and it could be difficult for any man to give her complete sexual pleasure as per
her desire but it will be a rare one.
Therefore, with respect to sexual action as well as satisfaction, both of you could have different
preference, which is not a good indication to maintain a serious and long lasting relationship. Since
most of the time ABC could prefer sensual pleasure in place of action, where as XYZ could be
always ready and demanding for action, some time unnatural. In summary, both of you could have
to take care of emotional needs as well as sexual preference of each other to get happiness in
romantic as well as in sexual relationship to make it a successful one.
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5th and 7th house Analysis in both charts
The Fifth House represents our Creative Instinct and Urges. Thus, it signifies love and romance in
our life. It signifies children. It also represents our efforts and achievements in the field of
education.
The Seventh House is the house of Spouse or Life Partner. It is also known as the house of
partnership. It describes marriage, divorce, and joint ventures in business. It also represents
litigation, open enmity and success in negotiation.
XYZ
In the birth chart of XYZ, Mercury is the lord of 5th house and Sun is the lord of 7th house, which
indicates that he would be a romantic and passionate person. However, expressing the same could
be difficult for him but he may be fond of actual act in intimate relationship and he could be
capable to attract the members of opposite sex.
ABC
In the natal chart of ABC Jupiter is the lord of 5th house and Saturn is the lord of 7th house, which
indicates that she may be fond of intellectual and mental sensual pleasure along with action.
However, the placement of debilitated Mars along with Jupiter indicates that she may react sharply
in the situation of dissatisfaction.
Since, planet Rahu is placed in the 5th house so, it could create problem to conceive as well as with
respect to happiness of progeny bliss but 5th house lord exalted Jupiter could ultimately give her
happiness of children.
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Special comment on your primary concern
 Your Concern;
How does he feel about me and what are the challenges to be met with regard to this romance?
 Answer;
Regarding your above concern I would like to inform you that there is Lagna and Rashi viparyay
means exchange of ascendant and Moon sign between you and XYZ. Hence, there should be very
strong attraction and mental connection between two of you. So he must be feeling the same as you
are feeling for him. This is because, our ascendant signifies our personality and Moon sign
indicates mentality whereas 7th house indicates about our partner.
In your case, Leo is your ascendant and Capricorn is your Moon sign and XYZ is having Aquarius
ascendant and Cancer as his Moon sign, which are 7th signs from your ascendant and Moon sign.
Hence, in this case both person could feel and see a perfect partner in each other and respond in
similar way to each other.
Regarding challenges to be met in this romantic relationship, I would like to inform you that if
both of you could marry each other and the chances are high for the same, then after 4 to 5 years,
there could be mismatch between demand and supply in sexual relationship.
In other words, it could be tough for you to match the demand of XYZ due to his strong sexual
desire. So, in this case, he might also develop sexual relationship out of married life. Even then, a
little effort from your side could make this relationship a happy one.
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Astrological Remedies for Strengthening The Bond
Since, you are having strong Manglik birth chart and XYZ is not having a Manglik birth chart, so
there is a clear Manglik mismatch between two of you. More on this, your Manglik influence could
create disturbance in proper enjoyment of romance life and you may face break up of this
relationship due to Manglik mismatch despite of other match on other parameters described above.
Hence, you should wear a Hanuman Kavach asap and do a Manglik Shanti Yagna to lead a happy
and successful romance life.
In order to know more about the remedies given above, please click on the links below:
Hanuman Kavach; https://www.cyberastro.com/remedies/hanuman_kavach.asp

May God bless you and show you the right path for your happiness!

With Warm Regards,
Dr. J. N. Pandey
Chief Astrologer
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